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iNtroduCtioN
Over the last 50 years, the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) has had a profound influence upon the willingness of United Nations Member States to share and provide access to their international and interdisciplinary oceanographic data. (For an early history and review of IOC achievements, see Roll, 1979.) Ocean science over the last half century has been transformed from a predominately modular, single-disciplinary, and individualistic science into a national and multinational interdisciplinary enterprise (Briscoe, 2008; Powell, 2008) . The transformation began slowly, but as computing power increased, the pace accelerated, and along with these alterations came shifts in cultural practices regarding the sharing of data. 
1960-1969: things get organized
In the beginning, data exchange was an important reason for IOC's creation.
There were other reasons, including international cooperation and coordination, capacity building, and sustainable management of the marine environment. But, during the Cold War of the 1960s, exchange of ocean data was highly controlled, and it needed a forum for agreements to be made. In a time when data were printed on paper, carrying them through airport customs without declaration was not an option 1 . This world was strange to many of us; integrated circuits had just been invented, allowing the introduction of the IBM 360 "mainframes" and the DEC PDP-8 "mini-computer"-which filled only a fraction of a large room. There were no calculators (the slide rule was king) and Microsoft's Bill Gates was still in high school. When it came to data exchange, much could be imagined, but little (even for the "developed countries") could actually be accomplished. The name of IGOSS was changed more than a decade later. As the many ocean weather stations, which were the basic data providers to IGOSS, began to close and data were starting to come in from vessels of opportunity, the meaning of the "S" changed from "stations" to "services. " Thus, the later name, Integrated Global Ocean Services System, was adopted.
1970-1979: data are "published" 
1990-1999: ioC embraces global programs
Computer technology assumed a more incremental development trajectory in the nineties, and true multitasking was added to operating systems. LINUX was developed and USB support released. Now it was the time for IOC (and others) to put that technology to work. 
